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Denote by o the subspace of Hilbert space {(xi) E 12: xi = 0 for all but finitely many i}. Examples 
of cell-like decompositions of o are constructed that have decomposition spaces that are not 
homeomorphic to (T. At one extreme is a cell-like decomposition G of (T produced using ghastly 
finite dimensional examples uch that the decomposition space u/G contains no embedded 2-cell 
but (o/G) X R is homeomorphic to o. At the other extreme is a cell-like decomposition G of D 
satisfying: (a) the nondegeneracy set No = {g E G: g f point} consists of countably many arcs 
(necessarily tame); (b) the nondegeneracy set No is a closed subset of the decomposition space 
u/G; (c) each map f: B2 + o/G of a 2-cell into a/G can be approximated arbitrarily closely by 
an embedding; (d) o/G is not homeomorphic to (T but (o/G)xW is homeomorphic to u. The 
fact that both conditions (a) and (b) can be satisfied (and have (d) hold) is directly attributable 
to o’s incompleteness as a topological space. 
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Hilbert cube cell-like decomposition 
Hilbert space incomplete infinite-dimensional manifolds 
1. Introduction 
There are beautiful characterizations of Hilbert cube and Hilbert space developed 
by Toruriczyk in [25,26]: Hilbert cube is the topologically unique compact AR 
(absolute retract) X such that pairs of maps fl,f2 :I”+X from the Hilbert cube 
into X can be approximated arbitrarily closely by mapsft, fz : I”+ X withf? (I”) n 
fz((I”) = 0 and H’lb I er space is the topologically unique complete separable AR t 
X such that every map f : @’ 17 +X from the countable free union of Hilbert 
cubes into X can be approximated arbitrarily closely (using open covers as control) 
by a map f* for which the f*(I?)‘s are pair-wise disjoint and form a discrete 
collection. These characterizations have proven to be most efficient for topologically 
recognizing Hilbert cube and space. In contrast, currently available characterizations 
of the naturally occurring subspaces u and _Z include a hypothesis, the existence 
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of (many) embeddings, that can be difficult to recognize. [Recall that (+ = {(xi): xi = 0 
for all but finitely many i} (i.e., the span of the usual orthonormal basis) and that 
Z: is the span of the usual copy of the Hilbert cube {(xi): -2-’ <Xi G 2-‘} in Hilbert 
space.] There are the ‘internal’ characterizations of C (respectively, V) as the 
compact absorption sets (respectively, finite-dimensional compact absorption sets) 
in Hilbert cube and Hilbert space of Bessaga and Pelczynski [4], Toruriczyk [27], 
and West [29] and, more recently, the following ‘external’ characterizations of 
Mogilski [19]. An AR X is homeomorphic to cr provided 
(a) X is a countable union of finite-dimensional compacta, and 
(b) each map g :A +X from a finite-dimensional compactum into X that restricts 
to an embedding on a closed subset B of A can be approximated arbitrarily closely 
by an embedding extending the restriction gl,. 
An AR X is homeomorphic to ,I5 provided it satisfies conditions (a) and (b) with 
the phrase ‘finite-dimensional’ deleted from each. 
Motive for constructing the examples described in the Abstract is provided by 
proposed alternatives to condition (b) made in [19; Section 61. Specifically, the 
examples show that the following conditions are not sufficient to assure that an 
AR X satisfying condition (a) is homeomorphic to (+. 
(1) X XI is homeomorphic to u. 
(2) Each compact subset of X is a Z-set. 
(3) Every map f: $z=r I” +X from the countable free union of finite- 
dimensional cubes into X can be approximated arbitrarily closely (using open 
covers as control) by a map f* for which the f*(l”)‘s are pairwise disjoint and form 
a discrete collection. The first condition constitutes a ‘test case’ for its successors 
since a space satisfying (1) necessarily satisfies (2) and (3). 
Documented by the results listed in [8; Section 21 is that, as models for manifolds, 
u and Z closely ‘resemble’ Hilbert space rather than Hilbert cube. A complete 
separable AR satisfying the Hilbert space version of (1) is homeomorphic to Hilbert 
space, for a cell-like mapping from Hilbert space onto an AR is a near homeomor- 
phism [20], and (3) is a variant on Torunczyk’s result mentioned earlier. Condition 
(2) does not determine Hilbert space amongst complete separable AR’s [2]. The 
examples presented here establish a definite similarity between the ‘pathology’ of 
u and _Z and that of Hilbert cube and finite-dimensional euclidean spaces. 
The authors gratefully acknowledge several valuable conversations with J. 
Mogilski and T. Dobrowolski concerning the intricacies and difficulties that emerge 
in analyzing noncomplete spaces. In particular, the application to boundary sets in 
Section 7 was suggested by them. 
2. Preliminaries 
We shall find it convenient to view u and _Z as subsets of the Hilbert cube. For 
u, we regard the cube as the countably infinite product I” where I = [-1, 11 and 
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regard u = {(xi) E I”: -1 <xi c 1 and xi = 0 for all but finitely many i}. Setting 
U(n)={(Xi)EU:Xi=OfOri 5 n + 1) decomposes (+ = lJ (I as the increasing union 
of euclidean spaces. For .Z, we regard the cube as the countably infinite product 
(I”)” of Hilbert cubes and regard Z = {(qi) E (I”)“: qi = (0, 0, . . . , 0, , . .) for all but 
finitely many i}. Setting C(n) = ((4;) E 2:: Q = (0, 0, . . . , 0, . . .) for i Z= n + 1) decom- 
poses ,Z = lJ x(n) as the increasing union of Hilbert cubes. Using this description 
of 2, we can be content giving detailed descriptions for u, the construction for C 
being entirely similar. 
A compact space A is cell-like provided it has the shape of a point; i.e., all maps 
of A to polyhedra are null-homotopic. An upper semicontinuous decomposition 
G of a space X is cd-like provided each element of G is a cell-like set. A map 
f :X + Y is cell-like provided f is proper (i.e., f-i(C) is compact for each compact 
subset C c Y) and each point inverse f-‘(y) is a cell-like set. 
In each of the next three sections, we shall produce examples of cell-like upper 
semicontinuous decompositions G and H of g and .Z respectively, such that u/G 
and Z/H are not homeomorphic to u and 2, respectively, but (u/G) x R z u and 
(E/H) xl =E. The choice of R-factor for u (resp., I-factor for _Z) is to retain for 
u x Iw (resp., JZ x1) the ‘natural’ decomposition u x R = lJ (u(n) x W) (resp. E x I = 
U (Z(n) xl)) that is essentially the same as u = lJu(n) (resp., Z = lJZ(n)). There 
is no essential difference between using an R-factor or I-factor,.for the third theorem 
in Section 6 records that X x R = u if and only if X x I = u and X ylw ~2 if and 
only if Xx1rE. 
3. First example 
The essential ingredient is the ‘ghastly’ cell-like decompositions described in [l l] 
for finite-dimensional manifolds and in [18] for Hilbert cube manifolds. For our 
purposes we extract from these that there exists, for X either an n-manifold without 
boundary and n 2 3 or a Hilbert cube manifold and for % an open cover, a cell-like 
upper semicontinuous decomposition G of X such that 
(i) each g E G is contained in an element of %, 
(ii) the decomposition space X/G does not contain an embedded 2-cell, and 
(iii) the product 7rXid:XxR+(X/G)xW (xxid:Xxl+(X/G)xl for X a 
Hilbert cube manifold) is a near homeomorphism, where m is the induced quotient 
map. 
An alternate source for decompositions atisfying properties (i), (ii), and (iii) for 
finite-dimensional manifolds is [23; n = 31 and [31; n ~41. Contrasting with the 
previously mentioned examples that are of the ‘cell-like totally noncellular’ variety, 
the latter examples have only a null sequence of arcs for nondegenerate lements. 
In light of the development in [18] of a general theory of wild Cantor sets in the 
Hilbert cube, comparable examples ought to exist in the Hilbert cube but the details 
have not yet been worked out. 
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Theorem. There exist cell-like upper semicontinuous decompositions G and H of cr 
tind 2, respectitiely, such that the decomposition spaces o/G and .X/H do not conttiin 
embedded 2-cells and (u/G) XR and (.Z/H)x I are homeomorphic to CT and E:, 
respectively. 
Proof. The decomposition G will be described, the entirely similar construction 
of H being left to the reader. Write (+ =U n23(+(n) where each cr(n) is the copy 
of euclidean n-space described in Section 2. The decomposition G arises as 
Una3 G(n) where G(n) is a cell-like upper semicontinuous decomposition of u(n) 
such that the decomposition space u(n)/G(n) does not contain a 2-cell. Specify a 
decomposition G(3) of a(3) as above requiring, for subsequent consistency, that 
the elements of G(3) have diameters <$ and that any sequence of elements gl, g2, . . . 
‘approaching infinity’ (i.e., having at most finitely many members contained in any 
compact subset of o(3)) satisfies limi_,io diam gi = 0. Recursively, G(n + 1) is an 
extension of G(n) arising from a decomposition D(n + 1) as above of g(n + l)\c+(n) 
whose elements have diameters <l/(n + 1). Furthermore, in order to assure upper 
semicontinuity insist that any sequence of elements gl, g,, . . . in D(n + 1) ‘approach- 
ing infinity’ (Of u(n + l)\c+(n)) satisfies limi_, diam gi = 0. Since neither the closed 
subset u(n)/G(n) nor its complement in a(n + l)/G(n + 1) contain a 2-cell, c+(n + 
l)/G(n + 1) cannot contain a 2-cell. The requirement hat the elements of D(n + 1) 
have diameters <l/(n + 1) is sufficient to assure that G = lJnaa G(n) is upper 
semicontinuous. 
The subsets u(n)/G(n), n 3 3, form a countable closed cover of U/G and, 
consequently, for any compact subset C, at least one intersection C n (c+(n)/G(n)) 
contains a nonempty relatively open subset of C. Thus C can never be a 2-cell. 
There are two roads that lead to the conclusion that ((T/G) x R is homeomorphic 
to V. The first exploits the pseudo isotopies implicit in condition (iii) that realize 
the product decompositions D(n) x R, the bicollaring of g(n) x R in u(n + 1) X R, 
and the convergence criterion in [ 19; Section 21 in order to produce a homeomorph- 
ism g : ((T/G) x R+ u such that g((u(n)/G(n)) X R) = u(n + l), n 3 3; details are left 
to the reader. The second uses Mogilski’s characterization stated in the Introduction; 
details appear in the second theorem in Section 6. 
4. Second example 
The examples that follow as well as their refinements in the next section are 
substantially simpler than those of the preceding section, the single nontrivial 
ingredient being the existence of ‘wild’ Cantor sets in Hilbert cube. While the 
particular example in [30] would suffice, it is perhaps simpler to use the result from 
[18] that, for any simple closed curve S in I”, there is a Cantor set A cIw\S such 
that S is not null homotopic in I”\A. In particular, if S ccr (resp., S c,Z), then 
A, = A n cr (resp., AZ = A n ,E) is a ‘wild’ O-dimensional relatively closed subset of 
u (resp., Z), for S is not null homotopic in u\A, (resp., X\A,). 
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The nandegeneracy ser of a decomposition G is denoted NG and is the subcollec- 
tion of G consisting of elements that are not points. A decomposition G is called 
a null-sequence decomposition provided NG is countable and ‘any sequence of 
elements gl, g2, . . . of G that are contained in a compact set satisfies 
limi+m diam gi = 0. 
The next examples contrast sharply with results in the presence of completeness. 
For example, for any upper semicontinuous decomposition of euclidean n-space 
(Hilbert cube or Hilbert space) whose nondegeneracy set consists of countably 
many tame arcs, the associated quotient map is a near homeomorphism [6] and 
there is the general result that a locally shrinkable decomposition of a complete 
space whose nondegeneracy set forms a countable Gs-subset of the decomposition 
space is shrinkable. 
Theorem. There are null-sequence decompositions G and H of u and 2, respectively, 
satisfying: 
(a) each of NG and NH consists of arcs (necessarily tame); 
(b) each of NG and NH is a closed subset of the decomposition space ; and 
(c) u/G and Z/Hare not homeomorphic to u and 2, respectively, but (a/G) x R = u 
and (X/H) x I = 2. 
Proof. Once again, only the description of G is given, that of H being entirely 
similar. Specify a simple closed curve’S cu and a Cantor set A cI”\S such that 
S is not null homotopic in cr\A, (recall that A, = A no). Write u = lJna3 u(n) where 
u(n) is the copy of euclidean n-space described in Section 2. Set A,(,, = A, n u(n ), 
n 2 3. The decomposition G arises as IJnaa G(n) where G(n) is an upper semicon- 
tinuous decomposition of u(n), where each nondegeneracy set NG(~) forms a cover 
of A,(,) by a null-sequence of arcs each disjoint from S, and where U {g E NG(~)} 
is a closed subset of u(n); the latter condition is a consequence of the null-sequence 
assumption provided each element of G(n) meets A,(,,. 
First, specify a decomposition G(3) of u(3) such that HcC3, is a discrete collection 
of arcs that cover AmC3) with each arc meeting ACC3) but missing S. Furthermore, 
require that the elements of G(3) have diameters <f and that any sequence of 
elements of gl, gz, . . . ‘approaching infinity’ satisfies lim+o diam gi = 0. (Produce 
G(3) by decomposing AwC3) into a discrete family of pairwise disjoint compact 
subsets of appropriate size and ‘threading’ an arc through each.) 
Recursively, G(n + 1) is an extension of G(n) arising from a decomposition 
D(n + 1) of cr(n -t l)\u(n) such that N D(n+l) is a discrete collection (relative to 
u(n + I)\&)> of arcs that cover A,C,+I,\A,C,j with each arc meeting Arr(n+l, and 
missing S. Furthermore, in order to assure upper semicontinuity insist that the 
elements of D(n + 1) have diameters <l/(n + 1) and that any sequence of elements 
&?I, gz, - * - in D(n+l) ‘approaching infinity’ (of u(n + l)\u(n)) satisfies 
limi+oo diam gi = 0. 
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Since countable closed subsets of euclidean space are ‘tame’, any simple closed 
surve in (T that lies in the complement of a countable closed subset of u is null 
homotopic in that complement. This property is sufficient to distinguish u/G from 
1.7. The set No is a countable closed subset of the decomposition space but the 
simple closed curve r(S), 7 : u --, u/G being the quotient map, is not null homotopic 
in (a/G)\No, for an approximate lift (see [17; Section 31) of such a null homotopy 
would be a null homotopy of S in u\A,. 
Finally, since the decomposition elements are arcs, the product theorem in [3] 
combined with the local contractibility of the space of homeomorphisms [15] show 
that each (u(n)/G(n)) x R is homeomorphic to u(n) X R. (Since each G(n) is closed 
O-dimensional, this also follows easily from [14].) Now, either of the roads used in 
analyzing the example of Section 3 leads to the conclusion that (u/G) x R = u. In 
particular, see the second theorem in Section 6. 
5. Third example 
Recall that the Disjoint Disks Property (abbreviated DDP) for a space X intro- 
duced by Cannon [7] is that pairs of maps of the 2-cell into X can be approximated 
arbitrarily closely by maps having disjoint images. For X a complete space, the 
property implies that there is a dense subset of the space of mappings of the 2-cell 
into X that consists of a countable number of embeddings having pairwise disjoint 
images. For n-dimensional euclidean spaces (n 25) (resp., Hilbert cube), a space 
X satisfying the DDP and X x R = II?+* (resp. X x I =II”) is homeomorphic to R” 
[14,22] (resp., I” [12]). Since compact subsets of u and 2 are Z-sets (see Section 
6), compact subsets of decomposition spaces associated to cell-like upper semi- 
continuous decompositions of these spaces are Z-sets. Consequently, such decom- 
position spaces automatically satisfy the DDP even though the First Example 
dramatically establishes that they need not contain embedded 2-cells. The next 
example establishes that not only is the DDP not an adequate property for detecting 
u and 2, but neither is the assumption that there be a dense set of embedded 2-cells. 
Theorem. There are null-sequence decompositions G and H of u and S’, respectively, 
satisfying: 
(a) each of NG and NH consists of arcs ; 
(b) each of Na and NH is a closed subset of the decomposition space ; 
(c) uf G and E/Hare not homeomorphic to (T and .X, respectively, but (u/G) X W z u 
and (E/H) XI ~2; and 
(d) each map of a 2-cell into u/G or SfH can be arbitrarily closely approximated 
by an embedding. 
Proof. The decomposition G arises as l_lns5 G(n) and is produced by ‘threading’ 
arcs through compact subsets of a ‘wild’ O-dimensional closed subset A, c u. The 
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description is only slightly different from that given in Section 4. The critical change 
is that for certain embeddings e : B’ L, u of the 2-cell into u we shall require that, 
for any g f Nd, g A e (B’) f 0 if and only if g c e (B*\aB’), assuring that n 0 e : B2 + 
7~ 0 e(B’) is a near homeomorphism [21,32]. 
The space of mappings of the 2-cell B’ into (+ (endowed with the ‘supremum 
metric’ topology) contains a countable dense subset consisting of embeddings 
where e, : B2 c-, c+(n)\c+(n - 1). The e,‘s can be produced from countable collections 
of embeddings 
{ei,,:B2+(+(n)\(+(n - l)jej,n(aB2)nA,,,,=0}, n 25, 
that are dense in the set of mappings of B2 into u(n )\a(n - 1) by proceeding 
diagonally through the ei,“‘s, is1 and II 5 5, adjusting the coordinates of their 
images. 
The construction of each G(n) proceeds as in the last section except that first 
the set e,(B2)nA,c,, is covered by a finite number of pairwise disjoint arcs, having 
appropriately small diameters, that are contained in e,(B’\3B2). The remaining 
elements of G(n) are specified so that any sequence of elements gl, g2,. . . 
‘approaching’ e,(B2) satisfies limi_, diam g, = 0, the latter being needed to assure 
the upper semicontinuity of G(n). 
Conclusions (a)-(c) follow as in the last section and, since maps f : B’+cT/G can 
be arbitrarily closely approximated by maps rr of where f: B’+~T [17; Section 31, 
homeomorphic approximations to the maps m 0 e, provide the embeddings in 
conclusion (d). 
6. Three theorems 
There are limitations to the degree of pathology exhibited by decomposition 
spaces of u (resp., X) associated to closed countable cell-like decompositions. While 
minor variations of the description in Section 5 will produce a decomposition space, 
distinct from u, (resp., .X) such that maps of compact 2-dimensional polyhedra into 
the space can be approximated by embeddings, the corollary following Theorem 
1 records that, for closed countable cell-like decompositions, the property that 
maps of 2-dimensional compacta (specifically, the product of B2 and a Cantor set) 
into the decomposition space can be approximated by embeddings detects that the 
space is homeomorphic to u (resp., Z). 
The second theorem is based on Mogilski’s characterizations of u and E [19] 
and is used to show that (u/G) x Iw z u (resp., (X/H) x I ~1) for decompositions 
of the type described in the previous sections. The final theorem establishes technical 
points discussed in Section 2. 
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A closed subset A of an’ANR X is a Z-set provided for each open cover “u of 
X there is a map (Y :X + X\A that is Q-close to the identity map of X. There are 
a variety of characterizations of Z-sets available; for example, each of the following: 
(1) maps of the Hilbert cube into X can be arbitrarily closely approximated by 
maps into X\A ; 
(2) the relative homotopy groups rr,(U, U\A; Z) = 0 for each open set U cX; 
(3) the relative homology groups H,(U, U\A; Z) = 0 for each open set U CX 
and A is l-LCC embedded in X (in this setting, the latter condition requires that 
maps of the 2-cell into X can be approximated by maps into X\A). 
The reader is referred to [9,25, 12,5] for details and is referred to [S] for basic 
properties of (+ and E used below. 
Theorem 1. (a) If f : a + Y is a cell-like map, I’ is the countable union of finite- 
dimensional compacta, and Cl({y E Y: f-‘(y) f point}) is a Z-set in Y, then Y =cr. 
(b) If f :J5 + Y is a cell-like map, Y is an ANR, and Cl({y E Y : f-*(y) #point}) 
is a Z-set in Y, then Y ~2. 
The hypothesis in (a) that Y is a countable union of finite-dimensional compacta 
is used to apply Mogilski’s characterization of u [19]; it is not necessary to assume 
in addition that Y is an ANR since results of [16] and [l; Theorem 5.11 reveal 
that f is a hereditary shape equivalence and, hence, Y is an ANR. Merely assuming 
that Y is an ANR yields that f is a hereditary shape equivalence but it is apparently 
not known that this and the structure of (+ force Y to be countable-dimensional 
much less a countable union of finite-dimensional compacta. 
Corollary. Let f: CT + Y (resp., S + Y) be a cell-like map such that {y E Y : f-‘(y) # 
point} is a countable closed subset of Y. Then each of the following conditions leads 
to the conclusion that Y IV (req., Y ~2). 
(a) Mappings of 2-dimensional compacta into Y can be arbitrarily closely 
approximated by embeddings. 
(b) Each map CK :B2 x A + Y of the product of a 2-cell and a Cantor set can be 
arbitrarily closely approximated by an embedding. 
(c) For each map (Y : B* --, Y and each E > 0, there is an uncountable collection of 
maps oj : B2+ Y, each e-close to (Y, having pairwise disjoint images. 
Theorem 2. Let k 3 1 be an integer and let G = U,,=k G(n) be a cell-like decomgosi- 
tion of u (resp., 2) that arises from cell-like decompositions G(n) of u(n) (req., 
x(n)) with G(n)c G(n + 1). 
(a) If (u(n)/G(n))xIW=R”” (resp., (x(n)/G(n)) x 1 =Im), then (u/G) x Iw so 
(resp., (z/G) XI ~2). 
(b) If each c+(n)/G(n) is finite-dimensional, then (u/G) XR2 su. 
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Theorem 3. For a space X, we have 
(a) XxR~crifandonlyifXxIrv;and 
(b) XxR=2ifandonIyifXxI=2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Following our usual pattern, we shall prove only part (a). 
The discussion following the statement of Theorem 1 establishes that Y is an ANR, 
and, since f is a homotopy equivalence, Y is an AR. Since compact subsets of u 
are Z-sets, [8], standard lifting arguments [17] establish that compact subsets of Y 
are Z-sets (using the first characterization of Z-sets stated earlier). 
In order to apply Mogilski’s characterization, we start with a map f :A + Y from 
a finite dimensional compacturn that restricts to an embedding of a closed subset 
B CA. Since f(B) and Cl{y E Y: f-‘(y) f point}) are Z-sets, f can be adjusted to 
produce a map J: A + Y such that flB = f and 
f(A -B) c Y\(B u Cl{y E Y: f-‘(y) #point}). 
Since f(A -B) lies in a g-manifold, p can be further adjusted yielding an embedding 
g :A + Y with gls =fle. 
Proof of the Corollary. Using the least restrictive condition (c), it suffices to show 
that the set A = {y :f-'(y ) f point} is a Z-set. The third characterization of Z-sets 
stated earlier is relevant. First, since A is countable, condition (c) assures that A 
is l-LCC embedded. Second, since A is finite-dimensional (in fact, dim A = 0), 
[28; Theorem A] states that f-‘(A) has infinite codimension. In particular, 
H&(U), f-‘(U) - f-‘(A); Z.) = 0 
for all open subsets U c Y and, thus, the Vietoris-Begle Mapping Theorem [24; 
p. 3441 reveals that H,(U, U\A ; Z) = 0 for all open subsets U c Y. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Since each a(n)/G(n) (resp., E(n)/G(n)) is finite- 
dimensional (resp., an ANR), the restriction of the induced quotient map 
&w: dn)+dn)/G(n) (resp., ~1 xC,,:X(n)+X(n)/G(n)) is an heriditary shape 
equivalence. Since the decomposition space is the countable union of these closed 
subsets over which 7r is an hereditary shape equivalence, r itself is an hereditary 
shape equivalence and, hence, cr/G (resp., X/G) is an AR. (The reader is referred 
to [16] or [l] for further details.) It remains to verify the embedding condition in 
Mogilski’s characterizations; we do this only for (c/G) x R in (a). The same argument 
applies to (X/G)xl in (a) and to (v/G)xW’ in (b) since the celebrated result of 
Edwards [14] assures that (&)/Gin)) x R* = g(n) x R*. 
For convenience, we write 
(c/G) x R= U G(n) where G(n) = (&I - l)/G(n - 1)) x R (z&z)). 
nak+l 
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Since elements of G that meet c+(n) are entirely contained in a(n), standard lifting 
arguments [17] show that each 6(n) sits ‘tamely’ in 6(m) for m an. Specifically, 
if (A, B) is a compact pair and dim A Srn -n-l, then each mapf:A+&(n) with 
f(B) c 6(n) can be arbitrarily closely approximated by f* :A -6(m) with f*ln =f 
and f*(A\B) c ($(m)\&(n)). Furthermore, if 2m + 12 dim A, and f/n is an embed- 
ding, then we can require that f* be an embedding. Armed with these observations 
it is a routine exercise, left to the reader, to verify that (a/G) xR satisfies the 
embedding condition in Mogilski’s characterization. 
Proof of Theorem 3. One direction is easy since X x Iw embeds as an open subset 
of X x I and u (resp., 2) is the only contractible u-manifold (resp., Z-manifold) 
[S]. The other direction follows easily using Mogilski’s characterizations. 
7. Rm, Q”, and deformation boundary sets 
Non-metric ‘versions’ of o and 2 are obtained by endowing U c+(n) and U Z’(n) 
with the direct limit topology; these are commonly called R” and Q”. The three 
examples constructed in Sections 3,4, and 5 apply equally to these spaces; however, 
it is necessary to use the first ‘road’ suggested at the end of Section 3 to show that 
(t&“/G) x 88 = 08” and (Q”/H) x I = Q” as there are apparently no available charac- 
terizations of R” and Q” comparable to those of LT and E. 
A subset I3 of the Hilbert cube I” is a deformation boundary sef provided B is 
a countable union of Z-sets and there is a deformation h :I”XI +I” such that 
h(x, 0) =x for each x E I” and h(1” x (0, 11) c B. The next example provides a 
negative answer to questions concerning the internal structure of deformation 
boundary sets; see [lo]. 
Theorem. There is a deformation boundary set in the Hilbert cube that does not 
contain an embedded 2-cell. 
Proof. Let G = IJna3 G(n) be the decomposition of u described in Section 3 that 
produces a decomposition space o/G not containing an embedded 2-cell. Assuming 
that the metric for cr is the restriction of a metric for I”, the ‘trivial’ extension 
G = G u {{x}: x E la3\o} of G is an upper semicontinuous cell-like decomposition 
of I”. The upper semicontinuity of G is a consequence of the requirements that 
the elements of D(n +l) = G(n +l)\G(n) have diameters <l/(n +l) and that 
elements of G(n) ‘approaching infinity’ have diameters converging to zero, for 
these two force the set U {g E G: diam g Z= e} to be compact for each e > 0. 
The sought after deformation boundary set is B = a/G c I”/& for we shall 
establish 
(1) I”/& is an ANR; 
(2) I”/& is homeomorphic to I”; and 
(3) a/G is a deformation boundary set. 
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Once (1) is established, (2) is an immediate consequence of Torunczyk’s characteriz- 
ation [25] since the nondegenerate lements are contained in u which sits in I” 
as a countable union of Z-sets. The general phenomenon that establishes (3) is the 
content of the proposition below. The simplest path leading to (1) is to use the 
examples discussed in Section 3 due to [23] and [31] as the basic building blocks 
for G, for these have only countably many nondegenerate elements. Hence, N& 
forms a O-dimensional subset of the decomposition space and results from [16] or 
[l] apply to establish that 1=/d is an ANR. If the examples from [ll] are used, 
then a careful analysis of the shrinkability of the product decompositions ‘G(n) X R’ 
and the special way these decompositions ‘fit together’ leads to detecting that 
(I”/G) x[WZ~~X~~ and, in turn, that I”/G is an ANR. Since these details are 
unpleasant and are not logically necessary, they are omitted. (The reader expecting 
that, in general, a decomposition 6, obtained as the trivial extension of a ‘nicely 
behaved’ decomposition G, is ‘nicely behaved’ is referred to the examples discussed 
in [13]). 
Proposition. If T: I”-* I” is a ceil-like mapping and B c I” is a deformation 
boundary set with B = T -‘(r(B)), then T(B) is a deformation boundary set. 
Proof. The equality B = T-‘(T(B)) assures that T(B) is a countable union of Z-sets. 
Let {rTT1: I”10 6 t s 1) be a homotopy such that rro = r and rt is a homeomorphism 
for OCtsl; see [9]. Let {ht:Im+ICO: 0 c t c 1) be a homotopy with ho = id and 
h,(I”) c B for 0~ t c 1. Then the homotopy {r 0 h, 0 T;’ :lO”-,lOo} detects that 
T(B) is a deformation boundary set. 
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